Abstract. Proving the equivalence of programs has several important applications, including algorithm recognition, regression checking, compiler optimization verification, and information flow checking. Despite being a topic with so many important applications, program equivalence checking has seen little advances over the past decades due to its inherent (high) complexity. In this paper, we propose, to the best of our knowledge, the first algorithm for the automatic verification of partial equivalence of two programs over the combined theory of uninterpreted function symbols and integer arithmetic (UF+IA). The proposed algorithm supports, in particular, programs with nested loops. The crux of the technique is a transformation of uninterpreted functions (UFs) applications into integer polynomials, which enables the summarization of loops with UF applications using recurrences. The equivalence checking algorithm then proceeds on loop-free, integer only programs. We implemented the proposed technique in CORK, a tool that automatically verifies the correctness of compiler optimizations, and we show that it can prove more optimizations correct than state-of-the-art techniques.
Introduction
Proving the equivalence of programs has several important applications, including, but not limited to, algorithm recognition [2] , regression checking [11, 13, 25] , compiler optimization verification [18, 24] and validation [31, 33, 41, 44, 47, 48] , and information flow proofs [5, 43] .
The objective of algorithm recognition is to identify known algorithms (such as a sorting algorithm, or even a specific algorithm like quicksort) out of large and complex programs. This can be useful, for example, to improve code comprehension and for automatic documentation generation. Algorithm recognition can be accomplished by searching for an equivalent algorithm in a database.
Regression verification aims at tracking the functional differences in a program in each code change. The idea is that a tool that performs regression verification can pinpoint the parts of the program where the semantics were changed since the previous code revision, so that the developer can manually confirm if those were the intended changes. Additionally, these tools can help the developer confirm if some code refactoring or manual optimization preserved the semantics or not.
Compiler optimization verification consists in verifying that a given optimization is semantic preserving for all allowed code inputs, i.e., that the original and optimized code templates are equivalent. Optimization validation verifies that an optimization ran correctly by checking the original and optimized pieces of code for equivalence (after the optimization was run).
In the domain of information flow, proofs for the non-existence of information leaks can be accomplished by establishing the equivalence of the program with itself (self-composition). Since the programs have some non-determinism associated (the private information), a program will not be equivalent to itself if some of the non-determinism may be observable (meaning that it may leak secure information).
Uninterpreted function symbols (UFs) are frequently used in software verification tasks, including in the applications mentioned above. UFs are quite appealing because they allow certain details of the programs to be abstracted out by replacing with UFs the parts whose specifics are irrelevant to the proof being done.
Despite being an important area with several applications, state-of-the-art software verification tools, such as ARMC [34] , Blast [20, 21] , CPAchecker [9] , FSoft [22] , HSF [15] , Impact [28] , and Slam [3] , are unable to prove equivalence of most programs containing loops. These tools are usually not able to automatically derive sufficiently strong loop invariants to complete equivalence proofs of looping programs, even if just considering the theory of integer arithmetic, let alone the combined theory of uninterpreted function symbols and integer arithmetic (UF+IA).
In this paper, we present, to the best of our knowledge, the first algorithm to automatically prove the equivalence of programs consisting of integer arithmetic operations and applications of UFs. The proposed algorithm is applicable, in particular, to programs containing zero or more (nested) loops.
Applications of UFs are first rewritten to integer arithmetic expressions (polynomials over the inputs of the applications), and then our equivalence checking algorithm works on purely integer manipulating programs. Loops are summarized as recurrences, for which we compute the closed-form solution. The provably correct conversion of UF applications to integer expressions makes possible the representation of loops with UF applications using recurrences.
We have implemented the proposed algorithm in CORK, a tool that verifies the correctness of compiler optimizations, and we show that CORK can prove more optimizations correct than state-of-the-art techniques.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an intuition of how our algorithm proves the equivalence of programs with a simple example. Section 3 presents the program model that we consider and gives preliminary definitions. Section 4 describes our algorithm for automatic partial equivalence checking of programs over the UF+IA theory. Section 5 presents CORK, a tool that verifies the correctness of compiler optimizations automatically, and provides an evaluation on how CORK compares with PEC [24] , a state-of-the-art tool for compiler optimization verification. Section 6 presents the related work. Fig. 1 . Example of two equivalent programs.
Illustrative Example
We illustrate our algorithm for program equivalence checking on a simple example. Figure 1 shows two equivalent example programs. Our objective is to prove that these two programs are indeed equivalent. The first step of the algorithm is to replace the applications of uninterpreted functions (UFs) with expressions over integers. In the left program, we replace the UF application with the following expression (a polynomial of degree one):
where a, b, and c are free variables not occurring in the input programs, and are associated with this specific UF symbol. Other UF symbols occurring in the program would have different sets of free variables associated with each input parameter. Similarly, for the UF application of the right program we obtain:
Intuitively, these expressions (polynomials) have a unique value for each set of UF symbol and input parameters (since variables a, b, and c are free). Therefore, no other sequence of commands can produce the same value without doing the same UF application with the same inputs, meaning we do not lose information with this abstraction.
As we shall see later, the degree of the polynomials that replace UF applications is not always one. We give a lower bound for this degree in Section 4.2.
The second step that the algorithm performs is removing the loops. This is accomplished by replacing each loop with a set of assignments to the variables modified in the loop. The expressions assigned to each variable are expressed over the closed-form solution of a system of recurrences that summarizes the loop.
For the left program, we obtain the following system of recurrences: where n represents the loop iteration number, and k 0 is the (arbitrary) value of k when the program starts (required since k is not initialized before its first usage). A recurrence for N is not needed, since it is not modified in the loop. The recurrence R x (y) represents the value of variable x at iteration number y. For example, the recurrence R i (n) defined previously means that the value of i in any given iteration is equal to the value of i in the previous iteration plus one. Moreover, before the loop starts, i has the value zero.
Similarly, for the right program we obtain the following system of recurrences: Figure 2 shows the programs of Figure 1 after both transformations (elimination of loops and UF applications) have been applied.
The assume command ensures that its input boolean expression is satisfiable, or the program execution is blocked otherwise. We use this command to implicitly compute the trip count of loops.
Intuitively, if m is the number of iterations performed by a loop, in the iterations numbered 0 . . . (m − 1) the loop guard is true, and it is false in the following iteration (m). Therefore, m is the first iteration when the loop guard becomes false.
After the assume command in the example is evaluated, the value of n is the number of times that the corresponding loop would have been executed and therefore R x (n) represents the value of the variable x after the loop terminates.
We can now compute the closed-form solution of the previously given systems of recurrences. For the left program we obtain the following solution (computed by Wolfram Mathematica 8): For the right program, the solution for V k (n) is equal to R k (n) of the left program, and for V i is:
The final step of the algorithm is to prove equivalent the transformed programs (that are now only over integer arithmetic and loop-free). To accomplish this, we first do the sequential composition of the two programs, where the second is renamed to operate over a distinct set of variables from the first program. We then add an assertion at the end of the composed program to verify that the value of the corresponding variables of the two programs are equal when the programs terminate.
The sequential composition of the programs of Figure 2 is shown in Figure 3 . The references to recurrences were not replaced by their closed-form solutions to avoid cluttering the example.
If we prove that the composed program is safe, i.e., that the condition of the assert command is true for all inputs, then we have proved that the two input programs are equivalent.
To prove program safety, we can use standard software verification techniques (e.g., software model checking [23] ). Since the number of symbolic paths of the composed programs is always finite (as we remove the loops), we can use a simple algorithm that enumerates all paths and checks if the assertion is violated in any of them. Fig. 4 . WHILE language syntax. n is an integer number, v is a variable name, UF is an uninterpreted function symbol, ⊕ is a binary operator over integer expressions (e.g., +, −), and ⊗ is a binary operator over boolean expressions (e.g., ∧, ∨).
Program Model
We assume that programs are specified in the WHILE language, whose syntax is given in Figure 4 , and with customary semantics. The expressions are over the combined theory of uninterpreted function symbols and integer arithmetic (UF+IA). The evaluation of expressions is parameterized on an interpretation for each UF symbol.
For the sake of ease of reading, in the examples given throughout the paper, we relax the syntax of expressions (e.g., to accept more operators than ≤), but those examples can be trivially converted to the WHILE language we present.
Let σ be a program state, which is a valuation of the program variables. Let σ(v) be the value of the variable v in the program state σ. This notation is extended for expressions, such that σ(e) is the expression e with each variable replaced with its value in state σ. Let σ[v → n] be a program state that is identical to state σ, except for the value of variable v, which is n. Let σ 0 be the initial state of an execution of a program. We have that σ 0 (v) = v 0 for each variable v used in the program, with variable v 0 being fresh.
A configuration c, σ is a pair where c is a command and σ is a state. Let c, σ → c , σ be the reduction of the configuration c, σ to the configuration c , σ in one step. Let c, σ → σ be the reduction in one step of the configuration c, σ to the state σ when there are no further commands left to execute. Finally, let c, σ → * σ be the reduction in one or more steps of the configuration c, σ to the state σ .
Let Vars(P) be the set of variables of program P (a command). A variable v is fresh in program P if v / ∈ Vars(P). Let Out(P) ⊆ Vars(P) be the set of output observable variables of a program P. Let σ ↓ V be the projection of the state σ over the set of variables V and let σ ↓ Out(P) be the observable state of σ of program P.
Two programs are considered partially equivalent iff starting in the same arbitrary state, they terminate in the same observable state for all possible UF interpretations, i.e., P 1 and P 2 are partially equivalent iff the following holds:
with Out(P 1 ) = Out(P 2 ).
In this section, we present the new algorithm to check if two programs over the UF+IA theory are partially equivalent.
Restrictions
We impose the following restrictions on the programs that our equivalence checking algorithm can handle:
1. UFs must have exactly one output parameter.
2. There can be no branching (i.e., if statements) inside loops. Nested loops, however, are allowed. 3. The trip count of inner loops may not depend on the outer loops, i.e., the number of times that inner loops iterate is constant relative to outer loops. 4. Loop conditions cannot involve UF applications.
Restriction 1 can be lifted by splitting UFs with more than one output into newly created UFs (one per output). Restriction 2 can be relaxed by allowing branching conditions that always evaluate to the same value in all loop iterations. In that case, the program can be rewritten to move the branches out of the loop.
Algorithm
The algorithm runs in three steps:
1. Eliminate UF applications. 2. Replace loops with recurrences. 3. Check resulting programs for equivalence.
Applications of UFs are abstracted using polynomials, in order to obtain programs with integer operations only. This allows us to compute the closedform of loops using recurrences.
Although our algorithm is sound and complete, computing the closed-form solution of recurrences is undecidable, and so the overall method is incomplete.
In the following sections, we describe each step of the algorithm separately.
Eliminate UF applications The first step of the algorithm is to eliminate UF applications. This is accomplished by replacing each UF application with a polynomial over its inputs, as defined by the transformation T:
The other trivial (do nothing) cases are omitted for brevity.
The function u(f, i) used by transformation T defines the degree of the polynomial that replaces an UF application. The value of u(f, i) is the maximum number of times that the given UF f is applied with distinct values in the ith parameter in each and every program path minus one. Only function applications whose value is possibly used in a boolean expression need to be considered.
Intuitively, two programs with UF applications are equivalent iff, for each possible input and for each observable output, the number of times the UFs are applied is equal in both programs, and the values of the input parameters of each application are equal as well.
Transformation T captures this information precisely by replacing each UF application with a polynomial over the inputs of the application. Each UF symbol is assigned a set of fresh variables UF i,j that is used only by applications of that symbol. Therefore, the value of an UF application cannot be reproduced by any sequence of commands that does not include exactly the same UF application.
For example, the following boolean expression
is translated to (assuming no more applications of f nor g in the rest of the program):
where f 1,2 , f 1,1 , f 1,0 , and g 1,0 are fresh variables. These variables are never written by the program, and are only read by transformed expressions that originally contained the same UF symbols (f and/or g).
The applications of the uninterpreted function f were transformed into polynomials of degree two, since we have three applications of f with (possibly) different input parameters.
A polynomial with a lower degree would not be sufficient to represent this boolean expression without imposing constraints on the input parameters that did not exist in the original expression with UFs. For example, if we use a polynomial of degree one for the applications of f , we obtain (excluding the constraint with g):
This formula is not satisfiable, while its original UF form is. A polynomial of degree two (as shown above) or of higher degree, however, is guaranteed to yield a satisfiable formula for all distinct x, y, and z (by the Unisolvence Theorem [42] ).
Computing the value of u(f, i) as defined is hard, and may require prior static analysis. This value can, however, be safely over-approximated by the number of applications of f in the whole program, at the expense of generating more complex expressions.
For example, the optimal values for u in the following program excerpt are u(f, 1) = 1 and u(f, 2) = 0 (assuming no other UF applications in the rest of the program). Although there are three applications of f with a different first parameter, only two applications are ever encountered and used in a boolean expression in a single path.
The value of u(f, i) must be computed over the composed program (and not over each of the two input programs independently), including the assert command that is added at the end of it (Section 4.2).
The proof of correctness of transformation T is given in Appendix A.
Replace loops with recurrences The second step of the algorithm is to eliminate loops, by replacing each loop with a system of recurrences. The transformation is carried out as follows. Each variable that is assigned in the loop gets a recurrence over a newly introduced variable that represents the loop trip count. For nested loops, the initial value of a recurrence in an inner loop is the value of the previous iteration of the outer loop. An example program and its system of recurrences is shown in Figure 5 . The recurrence R v (n) represents the value of the variable v at the inner loop iteration n, and V v (n) in the outer loop. For example, the value of variable k in the iteration x of the inner loop, R k (x), is equal to the sum of the values of variables k and j of the previous (inner loop) iteration. The value of k in the beginning of the first inner loop iteration, R k (0), is equal to twice the value of k in the previous outer loop iteration.
The closed-form solution for the system of recurrences is the following:
We note that while the solution of R k (x) still includes a reference to a recurrence -V k (y − 1) -it is only used to compute the solution of V k (y) and it is never used directly by the next steps of the algorithm. We only need the value of k after the outer loop terminates, which is represented by V k (y).
After computing the closed-form solution for the system of recurrences, each loop of the form "while b do c" is replaced with the following code:
The fresh variable n represents the number of iterations performed by the loop. σ n is a state where each variable maps to the closed-form solution of its corresponding recurrence at point n, or to itself if the variable is not modified in the loop body c. Variable v i ranges over all variables that are possibly modified in the loop body. For the previous example, we have for the inner loop, e.g., σ x (j) = R j (x) = x and σ x (n) = n.
Intuitively, a loop executes n times if the loop guard is true for the first n iterations (iterations 0 . . . (n − 1)) and false in the following iteration (iteration n). The number of iterations is implicitly computed when the assume command is evaluated. Its expression states that the loop guard of iteration n − 1 should be true, and that at iteration n the guard should be false instead.
We note that there can be multiple solutions for the expression given to the assume command if the loop guard is non-linear. In this case, the number of loop iterations is the smallest positive n that makes the formula satisfiable. Computing the smallest n can be achieved, for example, by using an optimizing solver or by doing multiple calls to an SMT solver.
For the example in Figure 5 , the program after removing the loops is shown in Figure 6 . The command "assume y = 0" at the end can be removed as an optimization, since there are no further uses of y afterward.
Equivalence Checking The third and final step of the algorithm is to prove the equivalence between the two programs after they undergo the transformations previously described.
We do this by sequentially composing the first program with a renamed version of the second. The second program is renamed so that it operates over a different set of variables from the first. Fig. 6 . Program of Figure 5 after replacing the loops with a set of assignments over the system of recurrences including Vi(n), V k (n), and Rj(n).
Let P 1 and P 2 be, respectively, the programs P 1 and P 2 after removing the UF applications and the loops. The composed program is as follows.
assume ∀v ∈ Vars(P 1 ) ∩ Vars(P 2 ) : v =v
ProgramP 2 is the same as the program P 2 , but where each variable v was renamed tov. Moreover, Out(P 1 ) = Out(P 2 ).
If the composed program is safe, i.e., if the condition of the assert command is true for all inputs, then the two original programs are partially equivalent.
To prove program safety, we can use standard software verification techniques (e.g., model checking [23] ). Since the number of paths is finite, we can also use an algorithm that enumerates all paths and test if any of those makes the condition of the assert command false.
Note that the value of u(f, i) defined in Section 4.2 for the composed program above must take into account the paths that pass through programs P 1 and P 2 , as well as the assert command (which takes a boolean expression by itself).
Verification of Compiler Optimizations
To evaluate the proposed algorithm, we implemented a prototype to prove the correctness of compiler optimizations. This is an important topic, since all mainstream compilers were shown recently to have several bugs in the optimization passes [46] . Moreover, if the compiler is not proved correct, properties verified on the source-code level of a program are not carried to the binary code, since the compiler may introduce bugs during the translation process. 
From Compiler Optimizations to Program Equivalence
We specify a compiler optimization as a transformation function from a source template program to a target template program. These template programs can be modeled as UF+IA programs, where UFs represent arbitrary statements, or expressions that should be matched within a program under optimization. We show an example optimization (loop unrolling) in Figure 7 . This optimization transforms a loop into a new loop that performs only half of the iterations of the original loop, but where each iteration of the new loop performs twice the work of an iteration of the original loop.
The template statement S is a placeholder for an arbitrary statement (e.g., variable assignments, function calls, or other loops) that may be present in a loop under optimization. Template variables I and N are placeholders for arbitrary program variables. The transformation function states how each template statement/expression is transformed (e.g., moved, duplicated, eliminated) to produce the optimized program.
As an example, we apply loop unrolling to the following program.
Running the optimization with S instantiated to "x := i + 2", I to "i", and N to "n" yields the following program:
To verify a compiler optimization correct, we split the transformation function into two programs (the source and target templates), and then we convert the template programs into UF+IA programs. Finally, we use the proposed equivalence checking algorithm to prove that the source and target templates are equivalent, which implies that the optimization is correct.
The conversion of a template program to an UF+IA program is done by replacing each template statement S with a set of assignments of the following form:
where v i ∈ W (S) and R(S) = {r 1 , . . . , r n }. The transformation of template expressions is done similarly. Preconditions of optimizations are specified as read and write sets of the template statements/expressions, which contain the variables that the template statements/expressions may read and write, respectively. For example, the read set of S in loop unrolling is R(S) = {c 1 , I, N }, and the write set is W (S) = {c 1 }, since the precondition is that S cannot modify variables I and N .
In the loop unrolling example, S is replaced with a single assignment (with S 1 being a fresh UF symbol):
Variable c 1 is what we call a context variable. These fresh variables c i represent the variables that are possibly in scope where a template may be instantiated (possibly none) and that do not appear in the template function.
In our example, c 1 represents the effects of S in x. While variable x does not appear explicitly in the transformation function, S does indeed modify x in the example instantiation.
The values computed for the function u are the following: u(S 1 , 1) = 1 and u(S 1 , 2) = 1, since there are two applications of S 1 with possibly different values that are used in a boolean expression (the assert command); and u(S 1 , 3) = 0, since N is constant.
At least one context variable is added to each program. Moreover, the read and write sets of each template statement must include at least one context variable, unless the precondition of the optimization states that, e.g., a given statement does not read any other variable than x. Similarly, template expressions may read a variable that is not present in the transformation function (again, unless stated otherwise in the precondition), and therefore their read set must include a context variable.
We may add more than one context variable to a program to express certain preconditions over template statements. For example, if a statement S is idempotent, we have that R(S) ∩ W (S) = ∅. Therefore, we have to have at least two distinct context variables c 1 and c 2 to have, e.g., R(S) = {c 1 } and W (S) = {c 2 } to state that S cannot read a variable that it writes to, nor vice versa.
Similarly, to state that template statements S and T commute, we have
In this case, we also need at least two distinct context variables.
Evaluation
We implemented a prototype named CORK 1 , which stands for Compiler Optimization coRrectness checKer. CORK is implemented in OCaml (∼ 1,100 LoC), and uses Wolfram Mathematica 8.0.4 for both constraint and recurrence solving.
CORK takes as input a transformation function in the format of the example in Figure 7 . CORK then derives two programs over the UF+IA theory as described in the previous section, and subsequently checks if they are equivalent. The equivalence check is done by enumerating each path of the composed program, since the number of paths is finite and small. If the equivalence check fails, CORK prints a counterexample path.
CORK performs three optimizations to improve the performance. First, CORK discharges by itself equality tests of syntactically equal expressions. Second, CORK performs equality propagation on the satisfiability queries sent to Mathematica. Finally, CORK checks the equality of program variables (arising from the assert command at the end of the composed program) one-by-one, instead of just one satisfiability query per path. CORK then uses the established equalities in the following queries. Moreover, variable equality checks are ordered so that first are checked the induction variables, and the remaining variables are ordered by the length of their value expressions. Establishing first the equality of expressions involving induction variants improves the performance significantly.
We ran CORK over a set of optimizations (mostly loop-manipulating). The experiments were run on a machine running Linux 3.6.2 with an Intel Core 2 Duo 3.00 GHz CPU, and 4 GB of RAM. The results are shown in Table 1 .
We first note that the number of recurrence solving queries is higher than expected (more than one per loop), since we compute the recurrences per path and we do not cache any information across paths. Optimizations that do not manipulate loops explicitly do not generate any recurrence.
We compare the results of CORK with the state-of-the-art tool PEC [24] . Since PEC is not publicly available, we compare only with the published results.
The table is divided in four sets of optimizations (described in, e.g., [1] ). The first part is a set of optimizations that do not manipulate loops explicitly, which are trivially proven correct by both CORK and PEC. The second part is a set of optimizations that PEC can prove correct without the help of heuristics. The third part is a set of optimizations that PEC can only prove correct by using the permute heuristic [14, 48] , since otherwise it could not find a bisimulation relation automatically. The fourth and last part of the table contains a set of optimizations that PEC cannot prove correct, since it cannot find a bisimulation automatically, even with the permute heuristic. CORK, on the other hand, is able to prove correct the loop strength reduction and loop tiling optimizations. CORK fails to prove correct the loop flattening optimization, since Mathematica is unable to compute the closed-form solution of recurrences with integer division.
The execution time of PEC and CORK is within the same order of magnitude, but CORK advances the state-of-the-art by being able to prove correct more optimizations than PEC. 
Related Work
Proving the equivalence of programs is undecidable. However, there has been advances over the last decades to solve the problem under certain assumptions. Several alternative approaches exist to prove the equivalence of programs, namely manual or semi-automated (with the help of an iterative theorem prover) approaches, bisimulation relation synthesis, symbolic execution, recurrence equivalence, and software model checking based techniques (including invariant and interpolant generation, loop trip counting, and so on).
Manual and Semi-Automated Proofs Relational Hoare logic [7] is a proof system that enables the verification of equivalence between two programs. The system only supports the verification of structurally equivalent programs (yet, for example, many compiler optimizations do not obey this constraint). Barthe et al. [4] lift some of the restrictions of this work through the usage of product programs. The set of structural differences that the programs under equivalence checking may exhibit is still dependent on the set of built-in proof rules. Liang et al. [26] adapted relational Hoare logic to the setting of concurrent programs.
Bisimulation Parameterized equivalence checking (PEC [24] ) is a technique to verify the correctness of compiler optimizations automatically. It works by automatically finding a bisimulation relation [38] between the original and the optimized template programs. For structurally different loops, PEC relies on a set of heuristics inspired in [14, 48] .
Recurrence Equivalence Barthou et al. [6] and Shashidhar et al. [40] present different algorithms to prove the equivalence of systems of affine recurrence equations that are structurally similar. Verdoolaege et al. [45] propose an algorithm to prove the equivalence of integer affine programs where loops are described as recurrences. The algorithm does not compute the closed-form solution for the recurrences, but instead uses widening to reach a fixed point. The algorithm handles commutative operators by trying all possible permutations.
Symbolic Execution Matsumoto et al. [27] and Person et al. [32] present different techniques to detect differences between two programs that are mostly equal. Ramos and Engler [35] present an algorithm to check for program equivalence automatically up to a bounded number of loop unrollings.
Software Verification and Invariant Synthesis State-of-the-art software verification tools are unable to prove equivalence of most programs containing loops, since they are usually unable to automatically derive sufficiently strong loop invariants to complete the proof, even if just considering the theory of integer arithmetic, let alone the UF+LIA theory.
Beyer et al. [8] present an algorithm to synthesize loop invariants over the UF+LIA theory, and Rybalchenko and Stokkermans [37] present an algorithm to synthesize interpolants over the same theory. McMillan [29] introduced an algorithm to generate interpolants from the unsatisfiability proofs of Z3 [12] . However, the language of interpolants/invariants supported by these algorithms is not able to express an unbounded number of UF applications, which is often required to prove equivalence of programs that have UF applications inside loops.
Polynomial loop invariant generation techniques (e.g., [30, 36, 39] ) can only generate invariants with bounded exponents, which is not sufficient for the verification of the integer programs we generate (after removing the UF applications), since these programs often require loop invariants with unbounded exponents.
Gupta et al. [19] present an algorithm to solve recursion-free Horn clauses in the theory of UF+LIA. Grebenshchikov et al. [15] extend this work to recursive Horn clauses in order to support the verification of programs with loops and recursive functions. The interpolation algorithm used by the corresponding tool suffers from the same limitations as the others.
Gulwani and Tiwari [17] present an algorithm for the verification of programs over the UF+LIA theory. However, only equalities over UF applications are supported, and conditional branches are abstracted non-deterministically, which is too weak for the application of equivalence checking.
Blanc et al. [10] and Gulwani et al. [16] present algorithms to compute symbolic bounds of loop trip counts. However, the computed trip counts may not be sufficiently precise for equivalence checking proofs.
In this paper we presented, as far as we know, the first algorithm for the equivalence checking of looping programs over the combined theory of uninterpreted function symbols and integer arithmetic (UF+IA).
For evaluation purposes, we developed CORK, a tool that proves the correctness of compiler optimizations, which is based on the proposed equivalence checking algorithm. CORK proves correct more optimizations than other tools known as state-of-the-art.
